Redbooth Plans
Redbooth helps teams organize their projects and get their
best work done.
Our per user pricing and multiple subscription plans make it easy to buy what’s
right for you and your team. And as you grow, Redbooth scales quickly. Easily
add team members, unlimited workspaces, and free guest users to collaborate
on projects.
Use all of the Business plan features free for 14 days. No credit card required.

PRO
✓ Unlimited workspaces
✓ External members
✓ Time tracking
✓ HD Video Meetings

BUSINESS

ENTERPRISE

All Pro features, plus:

All Business features, plus:

✓ User Management
✓ Subtask Assignments
✓ Redbooth Predict

$9

✓ Multiple organizations
✓ Dedicated Success Manager
✓ Volume discounts

$15

user/month

user/month

billed annually

billed annually

$12

$18.75

billed monthly

billed monthly

Free plan

2 users & 2 workspaces

Contact us

Business
Redbooth Business includes advanced reporting, scalable project planning, and
machine-learning powered Redbooth Predict to make planning faster and more
accurate.

Advanced Reports

Timeline Overview

Monitor project progress, productivity trends,
and team availability in one-click with pre-built
Redbooth reports.

Our popular Timeline feature allows multiple
workspace viewing and user filters to focus on
what’s important now.

Redbooth Predict

Assignable Subtasks

Intelligent recommendations for easier and
more accurate planning on user and date
assignees, powered by ML.

Add details to tasks by adding due dates and
assignees to subtasks.

Custom Tag Groups
Label and sort your tasks with Tags.
Add additional organization to your
projects with custom tag groups.

Pro
Redbooth Pro brings together essential project management features, plus
external users and integrated HD Video meetings to keep your team and projects
on track.
Time Tracking

HD Video Meetings

Add and track time built right in to Redbooth.
Our Chrome Extension timer and 3rd party
integrations boost productivity even more.

In just a few clicks, start video meetings for
your whole team. Also schedule recurring
events for meetings that happen regularly.

Privacy Settings

Free External Users

Invite-only settings on Workspaces, Tasks,
Notes, and Conversations keep team projects
separate from personal ones.

Invite vendors, customers, freelancers and
more to workspaces to increase collaboration
and keep projects moving quickly.

Priority and Status Tags Options

Unlimited Workspaces

Add more information to your tasks with
priority and status tags. Customize tags names,
colors, and rank for Workspace sorting.

Create workspaces for all of your Redbooth
projects - both shared and individual. Favorite
and color settings make workspaces personal.

Free
Redbooth Free comes with many of our core task management features for 2
users and 2 active workspaces. This plan is ideal for anyone getting stuck in
spreadsheets and overwhelmed with emails.
Tasks

Subtasks

Assign, date, and organize tasks to manage your
work from start to finish.

Break down tasks into smaller subtasks to get a
better view of your work.

Views

Dashboard

Manage tasks across our popular Kanban,
Timeline, and Calendar views.

Track your tasks and updates with your
teammate from the Dashboard.

Integrations

Apps

Connect to file sharing, time tracking and email
for better task management.

Redbooth is available for you wherever you are
- web, iOS, Android, Mac & Windows.

Additional Information
We offer discount pricing to educational institutions,
non-profits, and larger teams. For discounts or Enterprise
plan questions, contact sales@redbooth.com
Education, Non-Profit Discounts
Non-profits are eligible for a 25% discount to any paid plan. We just need a copy
of your 501(c)(3) documentation.
Educational institutions (K-12 or University), teachers, and individual students
are eligible for a 25% discount to any paid plan. Sign up for Redbooth using your
school's official email address and contact us to have the discount applied.
Groups of students (requires a minimum of 3 users) are eligible for a 50%
discount to any paid plan. Sign up for Redbooth using your school's official email
address and tell us why your group or team wants to use Redbooth.

Enterprise Plan
Companies of all size use Redbooth, and we continue to find a match with larger
Enterprises that are looking to consolidate their projects in one place. Our
Enterprise Plan includes every Redbooth feature, plus volume discounts, a
dedicated success manager, and free training sessions for your team. Let’s chat!

